
Tarbert Coastal Flood Study - Public Consultation Event #2 Comments 

Tarbert Village Hall - 23.05.2019 

Public Attendance: 14 

Comments in relation to flooding 

 Recurrent comment that water comes under and through the harbour wall at high tide. Wall 

appears to be very permeable. This primarily effects properties along Barmore Road. This 

will be investigated further if direct defences along the wall are to be considered.  

 There are also issues with waste pipes becoming tidelocked which also effects properties on 

Barmore Road.  

 Confirmation that waves are not a significant issue. Flooding is caused by a combination of 

high tides and surge up Loch Fyne. 

 Water levels come up to the top of the harbour wall approximately every year.  

 Tidal flooding generally recognised as an issue and understood that flooding would become 

more severe and frequent in the future. 

 General agreement that Tarbert would benefit from a coastal flood protection scheme.  

 

Comments in relation to the options 

 PLP was considered by several people to be a reasonable shorter term solution. It was noted 

that Scottish Water had provided PLP measures to a small number of properties to protect 

against surface water flooding.  

 A tidal barrage was considered by most as an unlikely and undesirable solution although 

there were a couple of people that thought it would be reasonable – ABC to investigate this 

option further to establish whether it is economically feasible 

 Reasonable feedback on land reclamation options– the idea of providing a community area 

as part of the flood defence works was well liked and fills a need of the village. 

 Some concern over direct defences changing the character of the area and visual appeal. 

However, the majority of people spoken to understood that something had to be done and 

that direct defences provided a solution. Interest in the flip up and glass top wall options as 

a means of reducing the visual impact.  

 No strong opinions noted on the location of the direct defences i.e. on the current wall or 

set back.  

 Parking noted as an issue and an option of land reclamation with underground parking was 

raised.  


